Dear GBC 2009 Delegates,

The GBC 2009 is just six weeks away and this year’s conference is shaping up to be something truly special and memorable! The Organizing Committee wishes to thank you again for participation and support of the GBC 2009.

It is time to begin communicating the specific details regarding the conference and your trip to exciting Taipei!

First: Make your flight arrangements as soon as possible to ensure a competitive airfare. You will be flying into Taoyuan Airport. The conference begins April 15th with an evening Meet & Greet cocktail hour and a buffet style dinner. Try to arrive at the Taoyuan airport no later than 4pm if possible! (Taoyuan airport is an hour outside Taipei City)

Second: COMMUNICATE your air carrier, flight number, arrival and departure time with us. Example
Arrival: KLM Flight 123, 4/15/09 at 6:15am  Departure:  KLM Flight 321, 4/19/09 at 9:00pm. Simply send to gbc2009@nccu.edu.tw and we will take care of the rest.

Third: Create a Linkedin account at www.linkedin.com. If you already have an account make sure your resume is up-to-date and your photo as we will use these resumes and photos for the Conference resume book. If you do not have an account, Linkedin is a professional networking site and well worth it! Simply follow the instructions on the website to proceed. More to come on this soon!

Fourth: The Student Leadership Award documents will be sent out by the GBF. Please take a look and consider them carefully. This award has a rich history and exemplifies the leadership qualities of the winner.

Finally, you will be receiving a survey in the near future which will outline your choices for various conference activities. There will be several decisions to make regarding which corporate breakout sessions to attend, input for President Forum and Best Practices topics and participation in after-hours events!

Your contribution on the above items will help make the GBC 2009 an incredible experience! Remember that we have a 100 delegate max this year, so if you are unable to attend please notify the Organizing Committee at gbc2009@nccu.edu.tw immediately so that we may allocate your spot to a waiting member program.

Thank you again and see you on April 15th!

Best regards,
GBC 2009 Organizing Committee